Training Overview BPM
Analysts and customers alike are citing “BPM Training” as one of the critical
success factor for ROI from BPM programs. The better trained that the IT and
business users at the company are, the more quickly processes can be
optimized and the bottom line impacted.

• 2 day workshop on “BPM JumpStart for Executives”
• BPM and SOA Curricula
• Positioning and Technical Training
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BPM JumpStart for Executives
• 2 day workshop
• Audience: Executives and decision makers
• Topics:
–
–
–
–
–

BPM discipline
BPM methodologies
BPM technologies
Best practices to crafting a successful BPM program
Real world experiences of delivering successful process excellence projects

• Outcome:
How to leverage existing SAP investment, while deploying emerging technologies and take process
excellence to a next level with BPM Technology.

• Next course
– Centurion 15-16 March
– Johannesburg
– Cape Town
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SAP Education Standard
•Certified Professional SAP Enterprise Architect
•Certified Associate SAP Enterprise Architect
Enterprise architects enable flexible adoption of enterprise SOA, and possess a broad organizational
perspective that involves both technical and strategic activities. In addition, enterprise architects are
charged with mapping your current enterprise IT landscape, planning target architecture, and
managing the transition from the current architecture to target architecture tied to business goals
and objectives.

•Organizational Change Management (OCM)
Learn how to manage change projects in organizations and how to manage your stakeholders in a
project. Courses cover Training Needs Analysis (TNA), training conceptions, set up of communication
channels and communication strategy.

•Enterprise Service Development
The enterprise service developer models, designs, and implements enterprise services using ABAP
and Java programming.

•Enterprise Architecture
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SAP Education Standard
•Certified Associate Business Process Expert (BPX)
•Certified Professional Business Process Expert (BPX)
This certification test verifies the profound knowledge in the area of Business Solution Architecture
as a specialized consultant profile within SAP Solution Architecture. This certificate proves that the
candidate has an advanced understanding within this profile and is able to apply these skills
practically and provide guidance in project implementation and business optimization.

•Certified Associate SAP Technology Architect
The certification test for "SAP Certified Associate Technology Architect" verifies expert knowledge in
the area of Technology Architecture and SAP Technology. This certificate proves that the candidate
has an advanced understanding within this profile and is able to apply these skills practically and
provide guidance in project architecture and implementation.

•BPX Preparation Bundle
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Enterprise Service
Development
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Thank You
Dina Jacobs
CEO
triVector
For any further questions, contact:
dina.jacobs@trivector.co.za
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